Blinds CC Perfect Sun Control
50mm Wood, Foamwood And Fauxwood Venetian Blind Installation Instruction
This blind is supplied complete with universal brackets and a colour co-ordinated
pelmet and bottom rail.
Recess Fitting
The top of the reveal must be 70mm deep to accommodate this blind, and must be free from
Each bracket must be installed with two suitable masonry plugs and screws.
or right of the marked positions, ensuring that the bracket will not obstruct any moving parts of
the blind.
Fit one bracket per ladder lace, and make sure that they are all straight and in line. Brackets
clear window handles and other obstructions.
Step 2
With the latch of the bracket in an open position, locate the front inside lip of the headrail into
the front lips of the bracket. After pushing the head rail
front of the headrail. When the latches have been securely closed and locked in position, peel
against the headrail after lining the 3M tape of both the pelmet and headrail.
Face Fixing
All of the above needs to be observed, except that the blind has now been installed on the outside
conceal the complete headrail at both sides.
Operating Instructions
Raising:
With slats fully open, draw the cords vertically downwards until the desired height is reached, then
incline cords slightly outwards to lock in position.
Lowering:
Pull cords towards the centre of the blind to disengage the cord lock and release gently through the
hand until drop required is reached. Lock cords as in raising.
Tilting:
In each hand,hold the open ended cords and slowly pull in a downward direction on one of the
cords, this will now tilt the angle of the slats. By pulling the other cord in a downward direction, the
angle of the slats will now move in the reverse direction.
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